Automatic Capture, Record, synchronize and distribution of Frontal lectures using several information resources.

StreamItUp brings unique innovative solutions to the e-Learning world. The solutions automatically records and distributes complex frontal lectures. The offered solution targets education institutes, organizations and enterprises who manage an array of lectures needed to be shared with customers/students, employees and partners as well as stored for future use.

Approximately 95% of the courses worldwide are done in classes and auditoriums. The process of capturing full authentic information, directly from the class, and distributing it to students anywhere any time requires many professional and expensive activities and is complex. Some of such activities are dealt by different suppliers. Such process is commonly manual and requires lots of logistics and huge investments.

Researches in the education field indicate that Class Based e-Learning combining frontal lecture and varied content from different resources enhance the learning process.

StreamItUp is a leading pioneer in the Class Based e-Learning arena. We provide End-To-End solution, from the Lecturer interface, through automatic capture of all information resources and database creation up to the distribution using advanced intuitive user interface. Such user interface supports multiple video streaming, files sharing, advanced search and full real-time interaction during live (synchronous) classes.

StreamItUp solutions are based on unique Patents. Such Patents provide powerful yet easy to use tools for the lecturer keeping the original teaching manner, and an authentic “Class participation” experience for the student. The institute reduces cost, creates a resource database and empowers links to its students.

StreamItUpClass is an End-To-End management platform for Class Based e-Learning.

The StreamItUpClass family of products:
- StreamItUp@EDU for the academy sector – Leading solution for enriching and sharing
- StreamItUp@COM for Enterprises – Leading solution for sharing and storing valuable information.
- StreamItUp@ORG for organizations and conference centers – Leading solution for lectures recording on national and international level.

StreamItUp products are serving thousands users in various education institutions, companies and conference centers.

"As a leading academic institute we put much effort and resources obtaining high value tools to our academic staff and students. StreamItUp brings a new, higher standard, to the e-Learning world and we are excited from the outcome."

Matti Rachamim, Academic VP, The Jerusalem College of Engineering.

"Simplicity is the ultimate Sophistication"
Leonardo Da Vinci
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